
FIELD RENTAL REQUEST 

SAC Teams 

 

 

Coach: _______________________________________________     Age Group:  __________________  

 

Date:  _________  Size field______________                 Season Requesting: ______________________                      

 

Option 1 

Days:  __________________________ Circle Time: (5:00-6:15) (6:15-7:30) (7:30-8:45) (8:45-10pm)  

Dates:  __________________________________________________________________ 

 

Option 2 

Days: __________________________Circle Time: (5:00-6:15) (6:15-7:30) (7:30-8:45) (8:45-10pm)  

Dates:  __________________________________________________________________   

 

Option 3 

Days: ___________________________Circle Time: (5:00-6:15) (6:15-7:30)  (7:30-8:45) (8:45-10pm)    

Dates:  __________________________________________________________________   

 

Special Request:  __________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Rental Fees: ¼ field 75 minutes, $37.50. Light fees $13.12.  ½  field, 75 minutes, $75.00.  Light fees:  

$52.50, 75 minutes. $26.25 if another team is scheduled on the other half of the same field. (Shared light 

cost)  

 

Cancellations: SAC / Sharon requests a 48 hour lead time, via Email for cancellations. Field rental fee 

will be waived only if the stated lead time is provided.  Light fees will not be waived; your team will be 

invoiced for your portion of the light fees if another team is scheduled on the other half of the field.   

When SAC closes the complex all fees will be waived.  Call weather hot-line # 410-992-1111 after 

4:00pm 

 

 Portable Goals Policy: DO NOT MOVE THE LARGE FULL SIDE GOALS: 

 At NF at Covenant Park coaches/trainers often move the small portable goals to accommodate 

special drills or practice games, thus changing the size and shape of the practice field.  However, 

when doing so, it is a SAC requirement that every coach or trainer must (1) only utilize adequate 

ADULT manpower to move a goal(s) and exercise caution when doing so; (2) NEVER allow 

CHILDREN to move a soccer goal(s) and (3) ALWAYS ENSURE THAT WHENEVER A GOAL 

IS MOVED, IT IS PROPERLY ANCHORED WITH COUNTERWEIGHTS (SAND BAGS) IN 

THE NEW LOCATION BEFORE USE.  PLAYERS MAY NOT HANG ON GOALS. 
 

Facility Clean-up:  Please remember to have all of your players and parents pick-up all of their 

equipment and place trash in the trash cans before leaving the field.  Please place portable goals back on 

either side of the fields. 

 

Closing Complex: All teams scheduled at 8:30 p.m. will be responsible for.  Closing and locking the 

Men’s and Women’s restrooms, checking to make sure all cars are out of the parking lot, and locking the 

complex front gates.   

 

Completed Form:  Via email Sharon@sac-hc.org     
1/14/15                                                      

mailto:Sharon@sac-hc.org

